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2. LECTURE ON ABSTRACT DATA STRUCTURES AND LISTS.
Lesson two.

2.1 Abstract data type - definition: 

ADT is defined by the set of all values which the element of the given type may have, and by the set of operations belonging to the given type.

	ADT is defined (specified) by the definition of its syntax and semantics. 
	Syntax may be defined by EBNF or by signature or by syntax graphs. 
	Semantics may be defined: verbally, functionally or axiomatically. 


Example of definition by signature (syntax graph) and axiomatic semantics: 

Let us define the ADT "positive integer" - Posint.


2.1.1  Algebraic Signature:

One  : → Posint    (This operation is called "generator" or 
                     "initialization". It should be used before all 
                     other operations) 
ADD  : Posint x Posint → Posint
SUCC : Posint → Posint
IsOne : Posint → Boolean

(Syntax graph  drawn on the whiteboard). 

2.1.2 Axiomatic specification

Minimal set of operations may be defined as:

1. ADD(X,Y) = ADD(Y,X)
2. ADD(One,X)=SUCC(X)
3. ADD(SUCC(X),Y)=SUCC(ADD(X,Y))
4. IsOne(One)=true 
5. IsOne(SUCC(X))=false.

Algebraic signature and axiomatic specification of semantics are precious but not very efficient for everyday work. We will use syntax graph widely and verbal specification of semantics.

Functional specification of semantics is specification by means of procedures/functions of a real programming language. This method is understandable, but it implies the implementation of ADT.


2.2 The significance of ADT.

It is better to create a simpler (shorter) program and to use more complex data. Such a program is easier to prove for correctness, more legible and understandable. This rule leads to exploitation of abstract data types.

ADT is like black-box which ADT hides (encapsulates) its inner structure and construction. If we know, what there is on the input and which operation is used, we may determine what there will be on the output, but we may not know (we don't need to know) what happens inside the black-box and how black-box is designed inside. 

Example:

Real number in Pascal is a kind of ADT. Its inner structure is rather complex. Perhaps it consists of the mantissa in certain form and exponent in certain form. Addition of two real numbers is represented by rather complex algorithm. We don't need to know what happen inside the addition. We get the result. The inner structure is encapsulated and we don't need to know it. If we find it and use somehow the specific features of the inner structure, our program will be "implementation dependent".

Abstract data structure - ADS is one case (one entity, one appearance, one item) of given ADT. We may declare many items (cases, appearances) of given ADT. 



2.3. Characteristics (features) of ADT.

Static versus dynamic

Static structure has a fixed number of components/items and fixed form of their arrangement. The memory allocated to static structure is allocated before the run of the program.

Dynamic structure may be created and destroyed (be born and die) while the program is running. It may change the number of its components/items and/or of their arrangement.

Homogeneous versus heterogeneous

Homogeneous structure consists of "items" of the same types. Heterogeneous structure consists of the "components" possibly of different types. Items imply the homogeneity of the structure. 

Sequential versus random access. 

Random access allows the access to any item of the structure at any time. For example: chess player has access to any piece of the chessboard.
 
Sequential access to the item of the structure means that the access to the item is possible only after the access to its predecessor. Access is done one after the other, starting from the first and following to the next one. The example is the tape player. To play a song, you should pass/play all tunes before.

Special operations with the data structure:

Constructor is an operation upon the ADT for creating/assembling the structure from enumerated individual components. The input consists of enumeration of components (elements) and the result is the structure itself. 

Example: 'HALLO' is a string constructor for the structure of five characters (letters) string. ['A','E','I','O','U','Y'] is set constructor for the subset of the character set, representing the vowels. 
Those are the only two constructors in the Pascal. 

Selector is an operation upon the ADT which realizes the access to one of the components of the structure. The input of the operation consists of the name of structure and from the designator of the element. The result is the access to specified element of the structure. 

Example : 

    A[4] := 20;  is active access to 4th element of array A – value 29 is assigned to 4th element of A
    I := A[4];   is passive access to 4th element of array A. The value of 4th element is obtained. 
    Person.Name:= 'Mary';  is active access to name of record Person. Component Name of the record Person is assigned to value "Mary".

Linear and non-linear structure

Data structure is "linear" if there is only one successor for every item (with exception of the last item) and if there is only one predecessor for every item (with exception of the first item). Linear structure has the first and the last item. In other cases the structure is non-linear. 

Example: The string is a linear structure. The tree is a non-linear structure. The circular structure is a special case; every its item has only one predecessor and one successor but the circle has no first and no last item.

  

2.4  The ADT "List".


List is dynamic, linear, sequential and homogeneous abstract data type. 
The most common different forms of list are: 

single linked list (one way list)
double linked list (bidirectional list)
circular list (single or double linked).

Not empty single linked list (SLL) is the chain of elements which has a starting (first) element and ending element which has no successor. SSL can be accessed in the sequential manner, one after another, from the first to last – in only one direction from the predecessor to successor. This is achieved by operations defined upon the single linked list. Initial access to the SLL is via its starting (first) element. 

Not empty double linked list (DLL) is the chain of elements which has a starting (first) element and ending (last) element which as no successor. DLL can be accessed in sequential manner, one after another (from left to right or from right to left), either starting from the first or from the last element in both directions. This is achieved by operations defined upon the double linked list. Initial access to DLL is either via its left end (first) element or via its right end (last) element. The first element has no predecessor and the last element has no successor. 

The set of operations upon the single and double linked list:

Single linked list                       additional operations for Double linked list.

(Note: L means list as one entity of the ADT TList, El means Element of 
the type TEl, what is type of list item.) 

ListInit(L),
InsertFirst(L,El)                          InsertLast(L)
DeleteFist(L)                              DeleteLast(L)
CopyFirst(L,El)                          CopyLast(L,El)
First(L)                                       Last(L)
SuccList(L),                               PredList(L)
PostInsert(L,El)                          PreInsert(L,El)
PostDelete(L)                             PreDelete(L,El)
Copy(L)
Actualise(L,El)
Active(L)

2.4.1 Diagram signature of ADT  TSLIT

TSList
TElement
Boolean
First, DeleteFirst, Succ, PostDelete
InsertFirst, PostInsert,Actualize
CopyFirst,
Copy
Active
ListInit
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Where:
	Oval represent the type. Oval with double and bold line expresses just a specified type. Other ovals represents pre-defined types.
	Small circle represents a specified type of operation

Thin arrow represents the input parameter of the operation arrow is directed to.
Bold arrow represents the output operation of the operation arrow outgoes from.
Descriptive label contains the names of operations belonging to the type of operation represented by the circle.

 
2.4.2 Description of the operations.

Empty list is initialized by the operation ListInit.

First item should be inserted only by operation InsertFirst  (InsertLast).

Single linked list has one item which is the first, double linked list has the last item, too. 

There is one and only one item which may be "Active". Activation of the first (last) item is done by operation First (Last). Activity can be moved along the list forwards/backwards by operations SuccList/PredList. List which has one single active item is called active list. Otherwise the list is not active. If the activity is moved forwards from the last item, the list becomes inactive (activity is pushed beyond the list). Symmetric situation is on the beginning of the list with operation PredList applied on the first item.

Operation Active(L) returns "true", if the list is active, otherwise it returns "false". We call such operation "predicate". Predicates return the boolean results.

Insertion is possible only behind the active item - PostInsert(L,El) or in front of the active item - PreInsert(L,El). 

Deletion is possible only behind the active item - PostDelete(L) or in front of the active item - PreDelete(L). Deleted item is completely lost (thrown away - its value is not accessible after deletion). 

To make the list empty - to remove the last and single item from the list - is done only by operations "DeleteFirst(L)" or "DeleteLast(L)". 

The operation "Copy(L,El)" returns the value of active item to output parameter El. The operation is not defined if the list is not active! In such situation an error state occurs and program can't continue normally! All other operations related somehow to activity of the items result as empty operation, if the list is not active!

Operations CopyFirst(L,El) and CopyLast(L,El) are defined only for not-empty list. They return the value of the first/last item of the list to output parameter El. Both operations used for empty list resulted in error state! The program can't continue normally!


The operation "Actualise(L,El)" sets the active item to the value of input parameter El. If the list is not active, the operation is performed as the empty operation. 


The emptiness of the list may be tested by the sequence:

First(L);
Active(L,Not-Empty); (* if the result is true, the list is not empty *)

Activity is auxiliary feature of the list. We don't expect to start work with the given list expecting certain state of activity and we leave the list without certain state of activity. 


Example of the procedure counting the number of items in the list L.

procedure Length(L:TList; var Length:integer);
(* Procedure returns the number of items in the output parameter Length 
*)
begin
  Length:=0;        (* initialization of the counter *)
  First(L);         (* making the first active *)
  while Active(L) do begin
    Length:=Length+1;        (* increasing the counter *)
    SuccList(L);             (* pushing the activity forwards *)
  end; (* while *)
end; (* procedure *)


 2.4.3. Overview of typical higher (more abstract) operations on the list:

	Length of the list

Copying the list into duplicate list
	Destroying the list

Equivalence of the two lists
Lexicographic relation on the two lists
	Insertion and deletion of the items (on the margins, on the searched place, behind the searched place, in front of the  searched place)
Looking for the longest non-decreasing sequence in the list (return the order and length)
	Insertion and deletion of the sub-sequence (sub-list) into the list.
	Searching for the certain sub-list (sample) in the list (return the order)
	Concatenation and decatenation of the lists.
Making list ordered

2.4.4. Circular list

A circular list may be single or double linked. A circular list has no end. Moving along the circular list we need to recognize passing the starting point (running the second round through the list). The recommended method is to keep the number of  the items in the circular list and to count the steps of movement along the list.

Typical operations upon the circular list:

Equivalence of two circular lists.
Duplication of a circular list.
Destruction of the circular list.

Try to design a good set of efficient operations working with the 
circular list. 

NOTE ON CIRCULAR LISTS!

Note the necessity of recognizing one fixed point in circular list. It 
may be implemented by operation counting the number of items in circular 
list like Count(CL,No) or by predicate IsFirst(CL), returning the true, if 
activity of item is on the first item and returning the false, if circular
list is not active or empty.

END OF NOTE


